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Research Summary : 

This research sheds light sheds light on the sources on the sources used by relied upon by the 

scholars of the Algerian Association of Muslim Scholars in their interpretive and hadith studies. This 

is done by examining the most important references available during their time, and understanding 

their types, value the scholars, and the of the Alger reasons forian Association of Muslim Scholars in 

their interpretive and Had their selectionith studies. It examines the important references available 

during their time, and seeks to understand their types, value, and the reasons for their selection. All 

of this is done in order to verify the scientific authenticity of the Association's interpret. All ofive and 

Had this is done inith studies order to, and to determine the verify the extent of scientific 

authenticity the influence of scientific sources on of the interpret the reformive and hadist ideasith 

studies put forth by the Association of the association of Muslim, and to Scholars . 

 determine The research extent of concludes that the influence the scholars of scientific 

sources on of the Association relied on diverse and the reform specialized sourcesist ideas in their 

teaching of the Quran brought forth by the Association of Muslim Scholars . 

The research and Had concludes thatith, with the scholars their focus being on of the 

association three types relied on diverse and of sources: specialized specialized sources sources, in 

their Maliki sources teaching of, and Algerian sources the Quran . 
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َ َّوَٱت َّسمح  ُُْ ٱللَّّٱَۖ  قُ
هَّوَيْعَل ِّمْكْمََّّْ ْ  سجىٱَۖ 







ِّنَاََّّسمح ََّّرَب نَآَّءَات نۡيَاََّّفِِّ ٱلدُّ
 سجىحَسَنَة َّ

 









 

 



 









 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 






